practitioners have argued that only objects contributing to "war-fighting" capabilities can be targeted, while debated paper titled, "Ryan Goodman, Professor at NYU School of Law, wrapped up the conference with a presentation on much-international humanitarian law by non-state partners.

Zachary Manfredi '17, discussed conclusions from their article Ensuring Responsibility: Common Article 1 and actions may be lawful under international humanitarian law that would otherwise run afoul of international human

Andrea Harrison from ICRC Washington led off the second day of the conference with a session on interned, under what circumstances, and what review processes exist. Harrison began by discussing why there is

In a panel titled "Targeting War Sustaining Activities Conflict Classification: How to Classify and Why it Matters," Andrea Harrison from ICRC Washington led off the second day of the conference with a session on interned, under what circumstances, and what review processes exist. Harrison began by discussing why there is